
Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee


Friday 7 December 2018  CHC offices   16.00 – 1700


 


MINUTES

Present

John Corby, Chair, Waterside home owners, (JC)
Rob Stewart, East Cowes shipyards & wharf operators, (RS)
Alex Minns, Isle of Wight Council, (AM)
Mike Townsend, east Cowes Marina, (MT)
Michael Prideaux, MD Dean & Reddyhoff, (MP)
Sam Fulford, West Cowes shipyards, (SF)
Ben Willows, Sailing & training Establishments, (BW)
Giles Peckham, Cowes Clubs & Classes, (GP)
Ian Baylis, Commercial vessel operators, (IB)
Mark Southwell, RNLI, (MS)
Chris Preston, CHC, (CP)
Kate Kirby, Business Associations, (KK)
Bob Holt, Commercial fishermen & water taxis (BH)
Peter Jackson, Medina Combined Clubs, (PJ)
Karl Love, East Cowes Town Council (KL)
Stuart McIntosh, CHC Commissioner and Harbour Master (SM)

Apologies

Mark Slawson, Red Funnel,
Laurence Mead, Cowes Week Ltd,
Daniel Jehan, Cowes Yacht Haven

Venture Quays

JC started by saying that PJ had kindly fowarded a link to the IW Planning Strategy Development 
Plan, which although had relevance, would be discussed at the next meeting in January  JC then 
said that, boiled down, this meeting was about ‘whether CHC should aim to manage the marine 
industrial part of the site in some sort of deal with IWC’.   SM confirmed this and added that CHC 
had been concerned for many months that VQEL may not develop the proposal so had written to 
Homes England (HE) in April indicating a position where, if VQEL did pull out, an Island 
Partnership Delivery Model should be considered.  This being that CHC, with IWC, should step 
into the position of the developer to effectively take control of the assets and the plans and then 
develop them for long term benefit of the Island and Harbour.   He said they have had discussions 
with the IW Executive about these possibilities.  He also stressed that CHC’s interest was the 
waterside part of the site and any proposals would have a commitment to Wight Shipyard and 
marine employment   SM also felt that CHC had the management capability to take it on. .



RS spoke from a tenants point of view that Peter Morton (Wight Shipyard) preferred option was for 
IWC to own it and that HE have a policy of selling off to Councils which would be the easiest route 
so he would fully back CHC and IWC to purchase it.   RS also mentioned that Wight Shipyard puts 
about £4million per year into the local economy so it’s contributing much more than just rent.

AM saw it as a great opportunity to do a joint project.

MP was supportive of what looked like a sensible local solution compared to what was on the table 
before.

SF said that local small marine businesses were actually pleased the previous plan had fallen 
though because there was already a shortage of industrial space and everything should be done 
to support these new plans.

BW agreed that this was much better than what was on the table before.

GP welcomed this plan too.

IB said that employment was the most important thing, that his company had built £40million worth 
of catamarans on the Island and that there is a lot of activity and enquiries in the commercial 
industry right now.   All the commercial ship builders had full order books.

MS supported it

CP said he was totally in favour but subject to CHC having the necessary resources in place.

KK was in favour but not of just the IWC owning it on their own and that CHC should definitely be 
involved too

BH agreed with everything that had already been said.

PJ was concerned about the capacity within CHC to take this on and the strain it might make on 
the staff.   He thought it needed a management team and structure set up and that CHC was really 
better at doing its core business which is running the river safely.   He wasn’t sure CHJC had the 
‘bandwidth’ to do it, if not it needed to create the bandwidth.   He acknowledged that CHC had the 
ability to look at this project but was hesitant of CHC proceeding with it without much deeper 
planning.

SM and JC then pointed out that really what everyone was there to talk about was securing the 
site.

KL said he had met with Chris Ashman, Lora Peacey-Wilcox and John Nicholson to discuss the 
site and there was no way, as an IW Councillor, would he agree to IWC taking the site on, on its 
own, not a chance, without another partner, because it would let IWC off the hook for its half 
finished Kingston Marine Park.   He also stressed that they wouldn’t be getting the site for free, 
and woild like to see IWC then selling the Columbine part to Wight Shipyard.  But said the principle 
of this town and this council taking control of the site was a good one.

RS then pointed out that IWC had invested £19million into other sites with a return of £700,000   
Venture Quays would probably cost in the region of £3million but the return to IWC would make it 
a very good investment.   JC said we weren’t really there to discuss the precise sums but RS said 
we should at least discuss if it was commercially viable which he was convinced it was.

SM then asked if there was a consensus to go forward with further discussions, and JC replied 
that although we weren’t going to be voting, nobody had expressed anything negative about CHC 



going ahead with discussions with IWC.   SM hoped that CHC had proved their accountability to 
Stakeholders over the last few years.

Floating Bridge

JC started by saying he understood that IWC had written to CHC with several options and that SM 
wanted to discuss those options with CHSC before replying to IWC.

SM pointed out that CHC had always consulted with IWC over the introduction of the new chain 
ferry, and had stated that the new ferry had to at least maintain the same clearance depths as the 
old one and if possible increase the depth at a later stage with capital dredging, but unfortunately 
when the new ferry started operating it was found there was an issue with the depths over the 
chains.   CHC had informed IWC that IWC had to continue to keep the clearance but that CHC 
would endeavour to work with IWC to try and resolve the issue.

SM then explained that IWC are exploring long term design solutions but the only one they are 
currently taking forward in detail is with Wight Shipyard and an option with hydraulic rams.   IWC 
are taking this issue seriously with a Strategic Council Board set up which meets every month.   m 
was invited to join that board but declined due to a potential conflict of interest but he does attend 
some of the meetings.   The update given at the last meeting, in November, was that the current 
situation on the spring ebb tide for the period of concern, about two and a half hours before low 
water, is that CHC have been providing one of their vessels to actually push up the ferry, not very 
elegant but effective and full depth clearance has been achieved.

SM had then asked IWC about their plans for 2019 because it was apparent that none of the 
options would be ready.   IWC had then written to CHC about their views on IWC’s ‘Managed 
Proposal for 2019’, which is effectively for six months during the summer to use the workboat 
during the spring ebb tide windows to push up the ferry which maintains the depth clearance and 
the services, and then for the six months over the winter, October to March, they would switch to a 
time-tabled operation, which, if twice an hour, CHC have calculated would cause a depth 
restriction to just under one meter for over 50% to 60% of that restricted window, so for every hour 
there would be restricted clearance for thirty to fourty minutes over a period of about three hours 
on about ten days a month.

SM also said he had had a very positive meeting with AM’s boss where they had discussed the 
safety and legal issues.

AM said this view was was from senior managers who might not fully understand the situation on 
the ground, and his own opinion is that at the moment, although not elegant with the workboat, it is 
working very well, for example in November it operated for 98% of the time and ran in all tides, 
and that the key was to run a reliable service.   Continuing with this ticks all the boxes, apart from 
the cost of the workboat and the elegance, and it does allow the service to continue while other 
options are investigated.   AM didn’t think that changing the service in winter was sensible, even 
from an economic point of view, which is the view he will be taking to the board on the 17th.   If 
they were to reduce the service they then have to put the launch on, which has a cost attached, 
and also they lose the income from the cars, and both of those things add up to more than the cost 
of chartering the workboat, so from a viability that option doesn’t work.  Also from a reputational 
point of view what’s the point of taking the vessel out of service and inconveniencing everyone if 
you’re worse off as well.

AM also mentioned that the improvements to the sound issue are looking very positive.

KL said absolutely no to the time-tabled proposal.   He also said it was also far too noisy on board.



PJ thought the workboat was not a long term solution and would like to see a cost comparison with 
a sideways thruster.  He also said that yachts are still trying to cross when the ferry is under way 
when in fact the clearance is based on the ferry being static at either end.

BH supported everything that had already been said.

KK explained how businesses both sides are really suffering.

AM added that he has yet to see a costed solution that works.

CP welcomed everything that AM had said and offered to assist AM with his case if he could.

MS had safety concerns for visiting boats, maybe from abroad, who wouldn’t realise the rules for 
passing the ferry had changed if the time-tabled option was implemented.

SM pointed out that this was already CHC’s highest risk area.

IB agreed with AM’s proposal to keep the service going.

GP said that a predictable service was vital for the economics of making the ferry work.

BW said that it was the role of the CHAC to strongly advise and support CHC in opposing any 
proposals from IWC that either limits depth or reduces the service and that CHAC should, as a 
committee, give CHC their full support on this issue.

SM said CHC’s primary responsibility was safety but they want to work with IWC to find a solution

SF said that a restricted service would be really bad for his business in East Cowes.   Hew also 
asked what would happen if the workboat suddenly wasn’t available and SM replied that there 
were contingency plans.

MP said how Dean & Reddyhoff are a relatively significant investor in East Cowes, with about 
three hundred berth holders, about twenty five thousand visitor nights a year who all spend money 
locally and the business is totally predicated on having access to the marina 24/365.  He could not 
contemplate any proposal that limits the navigable depth at any time, night or day, any day of the 
year.   He was amazed that IWC even suggested this proposal or asked anyone to contemplate it.   
He urged SM to hold his ground and welcomed AM’s comments which were entirely reasonable 
and rational.

MT added that a significant number of their clients live in West Cowes and use the Floating Bridge 
to get to their boats so the operation of the ferry was also significant.   He stressed that many boat 
owners aren’t actually wealthy.

JC summarised that AM had received a lot of support for his proposal to keep the workboat option 
running until a long term solution was found.

Date for next meeting

18th January.

John Corby, Chairman.


